QUICK Japan Earnings Flash
Flash Earnings Reports on All Listed Japanese Companies
in as Short as 30 Seconds*
*Reports may take longer to be published during the earnings season.

Earnings flash reports on all stocks that help
accelerate investment decisions
QUICK Japan Earnings Flash provides earnings summaries and financial
overviews of Japanese stocks in English. The reports are published almost
immediately after earnings announcements. All you need is the Internet to use
the service, and you can start using the service immediately.

Coverage
Only about 60% of listed companies in Japan publish
financial results in English. QUICK flash reports in English
cover all stocks (approx. 3600).

Immediacy
English flash reports are published in as short as 30
seconds after earnings announcements.

English summary
English summaries are generated by AI, allowing investors
With enhanced list and search functions, investors can find information
on target stocks immediately and without stress.

to grasp the key points instantly.

One-stop solution
QUICK is the No. 1 source of investment information on
Japanese stocks, and many professionals use our service.
Drawing on about 50 years of experience, we carefully
selected information and functions crucial to your investment
decisions on Japanese stocks. Our flash reports include not
only earnings data but also a wide range of functions and
content. For example, earnings results are displayed in
comparison with QUICK’s proprietary consensus data, allowing
investors to spot earnings surprises at a glance. Company and
consensus forecasts can be used to simulate the P/E ratio,
EPS, or target stock price. We plan to continue to enhance
data with high added value to facilitate your investment
decisions.

The intuitive interface makes it easy for anyone to use.

Do you have these problems?
▼Collecting financial information of portfolio stocks is time-consuming because they
don’t publish disclosures in English.
⇒Our flash reports cover all stocks, allowing investors to check earnings summaries
in English for any company.
▼We want to invest in Japanese stocks, but we don’t have enough information. We
pay for information from multiple sources, but we still don’t have enough
information on small- and mid-cap stocks.
⇒QUICK provides a one-stop service for all stocks. Our flash reports can help you
discover superior stocks that you may not have noticed before because of a lack of
information.
▼We use Google Translate to translate Japanese disclosures one company at a
time. But many companies announce results at once during earnings season,
making this approach too time-consuming.
⇒Our flash reports help investors eliminate the time spent on using machine
translation to convert Japanese text into English manually.

User voices (prototype)
● Accessing reports and news on large-cap stocks is easy, but we didn’t have enough
information on small- and mid-cap stocks (such as regularly updated analyst reports and
news). QUICK’s flash reports are of consistent quality, and I’ve never had problems using
them for work.
● QUICK’s English flash reports are indispensable to operations at our fund. We used to use
TDNet every day, but there was an enormous amount of “sorting work,” and some information
was overlooked. The flash reports help us to swiftly decide which disclosures need further
investigation. We had an employee dedicated to this sorting work during the earnings season,
but using flash reports has allowed the employee to take on other tasks.

QUICK’s flash reports facilitate high-quality decisions
QUICK’s services are highly regarded in Japan for reliability and accuracy. For the English flash
reports, we focused on selecting and aggregating fresh insights that haven’t been priced into
markets yet faster than anywhere else. Foreign investors are often constrained by geographical
and language barriers when investing in Japanese stocks. As your reliable partner, we
confidently provide this tool to help you transcend those barriers.
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